CAMPSITE FOOD CHEST:

DESIGN REFERENCE FOR A WOOD FOOD CHEST USED FOR TROOP CAMPSITE STORAGE OF DRY GOODS, UTENSILS, ETC.
METAL HOOK LATCH - MIN TWO (2)

STORAGE FOR DETACHABLE LEGS

NOTE: BOX TO BE CONSTRUCTED USING 3/4" WOOD

DETACHABLE LEGS - 1" (INTERIOR DIAM.) MTL. CONDUIT CUT TO 3'-0" LENGTHS
MAX. EXTERIOR DIAM: 1 1/4"

PLASTIC/RUBBER PIPE CAPS

METAL HOOK LATCH - MIN TWO (2)

DRILL HOLES FOR ROPE HANDLE

ROPE / CHAIN

LID MAY BE LINED WITH HARDBOARD, PLASTIC LAMINATE, SHEET METAL OR OTHER CUTTING SURFACE

NOTE: FINISH BOX INTERIOR WITH ENAMEL, PLASTIC OR OTHER WASHABLE MATERIAL

SECTION "A"

3'-4"

STORAGE FOR AREA FOR DETACHABLE LEGS

DRILL HOLES FOR ROPE HANDLE

ATTACH FRONT (DOOR) TO BOX WITH HEAVY DUTY CONTINUOUS HINGE

3/4" WOOD TRIM INSTALLED OVER 2x LEG SOCKETS BLOCKING, REF. DETAIL PAGE 4

NOTE: ROPES / CHAIN DOOR SUPPORT NOT SHOWN IN FRONT VIEW

FRONT VIEW
ATTACH TOP (DOOR) TO BOX WITH HEAVY DUTY CONTINUOUS HINGE

ROPE / CHAIN

ATTACH FRONT (DOOR) TO BOX WITH HEAVY DUTY CONTINUOUS HINGE

ROPE HANDLE

3/4" WOOD TRIM INSTALLED OVER 2x LEG SOCKETS BLOCKING, REF. DETAIL PAGE 4

SLIDE METAL LEGS INTO LEG SOCKETS

PERSPECTIVE VIEW

12"x1 1/2" (TYP. OF 6)

6"x1 3/4" (TYP. OF 2)

38 1/2"x6" SHELF FOR LEG STORAGE

37"x1 1/2" (TYP. OF 1)

STORAGE FOR AREA FOR DETACHABLE LEGS

NOTE: TOP PIECE NOT SHOWN

ENLARGED DETAIL
LEG SOCKETS DETAIL

ATTACH BLOCKS WITH WATERPROOF GLUE AND SCREW TO BOX FRAME FROM INSIDE

NOTE: INSTALL 3/4" WOOD TRIM OVER 2x BLOCKING AS INDICATED ON PERSPECTIVE VIEW PAGE 3

NOTE: BOX PIECES TO BE CUT FROM SINGLE 48"x96"x3/4" SHEET OF PLYWOOD. BLOCKING FOR LEG SOCKETS SHALL BE CUT FROM A 10" LONG 2x (ONE FOR EACH SIDE), REF. DETAIL ABOVE.

CUTTING PROCEDURE